Buying Antiques Part 2

Antiques and the Law
Animals, Loot & Deadly Weapons

Zebra Skin, pre 1947, full
mane, ears and tail, approx
300cm, width at widest point
185cm. Halls, Shrewsbury. Dec
13. HP: £310. ABP: £372.

Bengal Tiger Skin, pre 1947,
backed in cotton canvas and
edged in red felt, scalloped
edge, 300cm long. Halls,
Shrewsbury. Dec 13. HP:
£800. APB: £959. Guidance
issued in May 2013 requires
tiger skins to be tanned and
backed to qualify as worked.

This Canton ivory chess set is
certainly worked and was
dated by the auctioneers to
c1840, so does not need a
licence to be traded in the UK.

The Snowy Owl is protected,
but this example, which sold
at auction for £1,199 in
December 2013, came with a
numbered DEFRA certificate
confirming that it can be
legally traded in the UK.
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Earlier this year, the Duke of Cambridge was reported by the Independent on Sunday for saying that he
would “like to see all the ivory owned by Buckingham Palace destroyed”. Prince William’s desire stems
from his support for wildlife conservation: elephant poaching for ivory remains a huge problem that
continues to threaten the world’s elephant population. Ivory is just one area where there are legal restrictions that affect the antiques trade. In this article, I’ll highlight several such areas, where collectors and
dealers may inadvertently fall foul of the law, despite good intentions. Regarding endangered species,
Although our ancestors thought nothing of scouring the plains of Africa for elephants and rhinos, this
wanton frenzy of killing has left many species in danger of extinction today. As a result, the United Nations
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, or CITES, issues
controls on the international trade of works derived from endangered species. These controls are enforced
in Europe through EU and UK legislation. The best-known restrictions are those on elephant ivory, but
there are a number of others, including restrictions on trade in rhino horn, tiger skin and parts, taxidermy,
and less obviously, rosewood, sometimes used in contemporary furniture in the 1950s and 60s.
Historically, antiques have enjoyed an exemption from these rules. Objects that
have been worked and completed before June 1947 do not generally require a
licence, known as an Article 10 Certificate, to buy or sell, although an export
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licence may be needed for overseas sales. The distinction between worked and
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can probably be owned without unworked items is important for dealers and collectors. Worked objects are defined
as having been significantly altered from their original state. As you’d expect,
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will need a licence to be traded, while additional UK restrictions on rhino horn
and elephant ivory mean that unworked objects can no longer be traded in the UK
or exported, regardless of age. It’s worth noting that even if an object was worked
before 1947, it must not have been substantially re-worked since 1947, otherwise
it is treated as a new object for CITES purposes. For example, if you have a pre1947 elephant task that has been polished and mounted, but not carved, you cannot
evade the trade regulations by having it carved today. Despite these restrictions, all
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What about firearms?
303, which was sold for £252
Although deactivated weapons are generally free of regulation, gun collectors
in January 2014, complete
wishing to buy arms in original condition face a complex set of rules governing
with deactivation certificate.
what they can own without needing a firearms certificate. A detailed explanation is
beyond the scope of this article, but the gist of the rules is that pre-1939 rifles,
shotguns and muzzle-loading guns, with obsolete chamber sizes, can be owned as
‘curios or ornaments’ without requiring a certificate. Handguns, and any guns that
you wish to fire, usually require a certificate, as does live ammunition.
Smuggled or looted?
The final area I would like to look at is that of looted and illegally exported
items of cultural heritage. Ever since the looting of the Egyptian pyramids began,
more than 1,000 years ago, this has been a problem, especially in wartime. The
last 100 years have seen some of the worst cases of looting ever recorded. Nazi
looting during the period 1933-45 was notorious, while conflicts in Iraq, Iran,
Afghanistan, and the former Yugoslavia over the last forty years, have also led to
widespread looting and smuggling. Work continues today to return works of art
looted by the Nazis to their rightful owners, and museum-quality objects from the
Middle East are frequently seized and returned. The risk for collectors and dealers
is obvious: how do you know if an object has been legally sold and exported?
Restricted objects, such as those discussed in this article, should normally have
provenance, and are best purchased from major auction houses, or dealers that
belong to a recognised trade body. If in doubt, ask, and if necessary, walk away your trinket may be someone else’s stolen heritage, or the last of a dying species.
This exquisite Chinese ivory
As always, if it seems too good to be true, it probably is.
wrist rest depicts scholars on
Further information
horse back beneath a tree, and
The Crown Prosecution Service guide to firearms ownership:
was dated to the Qing Dynasty
www.cps.gov.uk/legal/d_to_g/firearms/
(1644-1912) by Halls of
Shrewsbury, who sold it for
Information on trading cultural property: www.culturalpropertyadvice.gov.uk
£7,671 in December last year.
Taxidermy: www.taxidermylaw.co.uk (unofficial guide)
CITES: www.cites.org/eng

